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Multiplayer Blackjack Game. This free blackjack game is a great free source of entertainment where you
can enjoy practicing and learning the game prior to opting for the real money blackjack version. But you
don’t just have to play online multiplayer blackjack as a way to practice for your real game, this is a great

game to play at any time. The game is easy to learn and easy to play at home or even on your mobile
device. Online Multiplayer Blackjack Table Layout. Getting to know the layout of the multiplayer blackjack
table is very important to your understanding of how the game works, as well as your overall enjoyment of
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the game. Up to five players can sit at the virtual table at a time, each with its own betting square in which
to place chips and receive their cards. At the bottom of the screen is a series of chip sizes, ranging from

the table minimum of 1, 5, 10, 20 and 50 chip values. A simple deal button allows you to quickly and
easily place your bet in your corresponding betting square. The blackjack dealer position is in the top

center of the screen, and cards are dealt from a shoe located on the top right of the screen. The
Objective of Blackjack. The objective of blackjack is quite simple to understand. Every player is playing
against the blackjack dealer as individuals, and not against each other as one would in poker. The idea
is to achieve a score of 21 or as close to this score as possible without going over (called a bust). The

objective is also to beat the dealer, either by achieving blackjack, or making the dealer bust. How to Play
Free Online Multiplayer Blackjack. Playing online multiplayer blackjack is easy and, even if you’ve never

played blackjack before, simply follow these easy steps. Step One: Taking a Seat. Simply click on one of
the player squares on the button marked “Sit”. Create a quick username and get ready to place your first
bet. Step Two: Place your Bet. If you’re playing the game for free, you will see that the game has already
allocated you a bankroll to play with displayed at the top right corner of the screen. Keep an eye on this
number as it will fluctuate according to whether you win or lose your bets. Next, decide how much you

want to be bet by selecting the appropriate chip size at the bottom of your screen. Once selected, a new
button will appear marked “Ready”. Click on this button to place your bet. You will notice a countdown

window which gives you a time limit on placing your bet. If you haven’t placed your bet by the end of the
countdown, your bet will be cancelled and you’ll have to start again. Step Three: Playing Your Hand.

Once you’ve clicked on the ready button, the dealer will issue your first two cards to you. A new window
will appear giving your three options: Hit = Receive another card Double = Double your bet and receive

another card Stand = No additional cards are added to your current hand. Again, you will be given a
countdown to make your decision in. This is where knowing a bit of basic blackjack strategy will come in
handy as it allows you to make the best choice based on the dealers face up card. Step Four: Additional

Betting options. Depending on what your first two cards are, the dealer will offer you additional betting
options. This includes: Split = If your first two cards are of the same value, such as two 8’s or two Ace

cards and so on. You can then split your hand into two separate bets, each with an equivalent stake. The
dealer will then play each hand separately, asking you to make choices for each based on the standard

betting options. Insurance = Sometimes the dealer will ask if you want to take insurance on certain
hands, usually when the dealer’s face up card is an Ace card. Insurance will pay you back half your stake

on a losing bet. 
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